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Among us is a murder-mystery party game where players must find a deadly impostor among their crew. First released by indie studio Innersloth in 2018, Among Us has seen a huge shock of popularity in recent months thanks to its popularity on Twitch and YouTube. After taking off on PC, iOS and Android, Innersloth finally brought the game to Nintendo
Switch and Xbox Game Pass for PC in December 2020. The indie studio also confirmed that the game will arrive on Xbox One and Xbox Series X consoles in 2021, also as part of the Xbox Game Pass. Being a smart impostor will be the key to your success in Entre Nós, and playing well the Impostor is getting more and more important as the game expands
to more platforms. Whether you're picking between us for the first time or just want to hone your skills, here are five basic-level strategies to begin your reign of terror as an impostor in Entre Nós. 5. Vote judiciouslyThe suspicion of rescue is as important as the network of cunning deaths in Between Us. The easiest way to raise eyebrows is by voting
aggressively when there is no solid evidence against a player you want to get out of. Being the one to vote to eject someone or constantly press to vote for someone will almost certainly result in you being expelled at the next meeting. When in doubt, press teammates to jump in voting for someone, but always vote with the group if they are convinced of
someone's guilt. This can result in being forced to vote for an impostor to mingle with the crew. This may decrease your chances of winning, but at least you're still breathing. When you are the impostor, your name and all the names of the other imusers will be in red text. Interioresloth Going to an easy death without witnesses is usually advised. However, as
a game progresses, there may be teammates you want to make top priority targets and others you want to save to help you blend in. Impostors cannot complete any tasks, which means that tasks with visible animations (Clearing Meteorites, Empty Garbage, Prime Shields, and Submit Scan) instantly prove someone's innocence. You want to eliminate
anyone who has been seen doing these tasks because they are the most reliable teammates in the game. On the other hand, you want to spare the crewmates that others find suspicious, even if you find yourself in a situation where you can kill them easily. This allows to relieve initial pressure, mislead a scapegoat teammate, and even set for a 50-50
scenario where a teammate needs to cast the deciding vote to win the game based on his word against the other players. Venting can be extremely helpful, but it can also call you. InteriorslothAs an impostor, you can use openings move quickly on any of the maps in Between Us. These fast travel locations are only usable by assassins and are an instant
draw if you get caught jumping in or out of one, but they can be used for some sinister tactics... Like camping on the ventilation body. This strategy depends on killing a one target near a vent and then immediately sabotaging something that takes the crewmates away from the body. Then you'll want to hide around and wait for your killing skill to be available
again before jumping into the vent directly under the body to wait for your next victim. When someone walks around, immediately jump and kill them to prevent them from reporting the body. This strategy works well on the polus map. You can kill someone by doing the wiring task in the lab, sabotage the lights, then jump into the lab ventilation to wait for
another teammate. Make sure you don't peek into openings for too long though, or other players will eventually vote for you because they just haven't seen you around. When teammates are all stacking up on top of each other, killing someone in the middle of the group can be the perfect way to confuse everyone. Inside if you're struggling to find an isolated
crewmate, go for a crowd death by gathering at least four crewmates in one area. This can be done by sabotaging lights or communicators on any of the maps in Between Us.When everyone is stacked on top of each other, pretend to do the task of repairing the sabotage for a second or two and then stabbing someone in the back. Death will be reported
instantly and most of the time it will be difficult to tell who did it, which can result in a bad ejection or a jump. Don't overuse this strategy, because if you're ever around when there's a crowd kill teammates you'll realize you're behind them. Two crew members are forced to stop a reactor collapse, which can set up in easy kills for an impostor. InnerslothFinally,
whether you're an impostor versus two teammates or three teammates versus two impostors, you essentially won the game. All you need to do is call one last sabotage and mark the final kill. Activate a fatal emergency (which causes teammates to miss the game if they are not stopped), such as a reactor collapse or O2 failure. Both sabotages require two
colleagues to part up to stop them, meaning that someone will be alone and can be freely killed to win the game. Impostors can activate sabotage before crew mates can call an emergency meeting, so a round 2 vs. 1 or 3 vs. 2 begins immediately sabotaging the reactor or O2 to secure the game. Congratulations, you're a cold-blooded killer. Read also: 5
teammate tips to help you overcome the impostor in Between Us is available now for PC, iOS, Android and Nintendo Switch. Among us is one of the hottest titles from October and it's a simple rules game. A maximum of eight players take on the role of Crewmates and board a ship or trying to figure out who are murderous impostors (one to three in number).
Read also: Among us: The beginner's step-by-step guide to closing doors as an ImpostorThe Crewmates move around the map in Between Us to complete tasks, Impostors try to sabotage and kill them anonymously. If the latter successfully kills all crewmates without being noticed, then he/she wins the An Impostor in Between Us requires a lot of deceptive
skills, a know-how of in-game mechanics and knowledge of the map locations. In this article, we discuss some of the sneakiest tips and tricks to come out on top when we play as an Impostor.Entre Nós: Five best tricks to win as an impostor1) Pretend to do tasks Image Credits: YouTubeA gamer can easily get away with murder and confuse the Crewmates if
he/she pretends to do tasks throughout the game. It increases the possibility of having an alibi and therefore, when an emergency discussion or meeting is about, that alibi can be used by the Impostor to prove his innocence. Read also: How to get an invisible name in Between Us: Step-by-Step Guide 2) Kill Among a Crowd Image Credits: YouTubeWhen
multiple players are close to each other, it makes sense to take advantage and kill. When a crowd of crew members is in one place, they are lined up one behind the other in such a way that those at the back seem hidden. If the impostor kills a crewmate at that time, it's almost impossible to figure out who cut the body, since there would be so many
crewmates almost overlapping each other. This will create skepticism when voting for a player to be ejected.3) Watch the Cameras Image Credits: Gamer Tweak Impostors should not ignore the presence of the cameras on the Skeld and Polus maps in Entre Nós. Players may notice multiple cameras hanging on the walls of both maps, but impostors should
be very concerned about not stabbing someone in front of these devices. If a flashing red light appears on these cameras, players should be alarmed as there may be someone taking care of it.4) Vent-kill escape Image Credits: YouTubeVents are one of the most beneficial features in the game in Between Us, and every Impostor should know how to use
them. Players can use openings after a quick kill for an easy escape, but you have to make sure no one sees you venting. After going down a vent, tapping the arrows to choose the preferred room to vent and hide helps keep the Impostor's game alive. Read also: Between us: How to sabotage and kill as an impostor5) Use the wisely sabotage Feature
Image Credits: Interior It is always recommended to sabotage as an Impostor in Among us whenever possible, but players have to be wise in using this feature correctly. After a death, they can tap the sabotage map and sabotage the site that lies at the opposite end of the killing site. The idea is to divert the corpse's attention and delay the time it takes to find
it, so that, in the meantime, the Impostor can mingle with the crew and create alibis to erase suspicions. Posted on October 28, 2020, 10:11 AM IST Need some tips among us impostors to help you stay quiet? How about knowing how to smell bad apples like a teammate? Join a game with it can be a challenge when you're off the circuit, but don't let it slow
you down. I'm here to help you strengthen your skills as a self-confident self-confident while realizing his potential as a high-level cheater. Staying safe and on task as a teammate is one thing, but you want to find the best strategy between us to operate undercover as the Impostor. Whether you're an honest teammate or a slippery impostor, I put this guide
between us to help you get started. Among us it is also one of our best laptop games that you can play with friends on a low spec machine. Essential tips between us for new players between the U.S., between four and ten players divided into two teams: between one and three Impostors, and the other Crewmates. Crewmates earn by performing simple
tasks around the map, or ejecting all impostors. Impostors win by killing the Crewmates and avoiding ejections until only a few crewmates remain. When a body is found and reported, it will pull all players to a meeting for a discussion. Players can then vote for who they think potential Impostors are, or skip the vote if they are not sure. Here are some general
tips to help you prepare for a match. Familiarize yourself with the map and tasksSimilar to other games, watch a few rounds on Twitch and learn where certain rooms and tasks are located is a good start. Consider keeping an open control with the map you're playing on until you learn the names of each room. Knowing the names of each task and where they
can be completed is also helpful, as you can confidently count on everything you've done as a CrewMate, or lie persuasively as the Impostor. There's no way to talk while completing tasks. The only occasions when you can speak (usually via Discord) is before the start of the match, or during meetings. You can't talk to you after you've been killed either.
Crewmates can still float around the map completing tasks like a ghost, but you can't talk during meetings. Surveillance is key Keep a mental note of what others are plotting as you move around the station. For example, if you see three other players on their way to the Administrator in Skeld, and then a body is reported closely, you can share this information
with the rest of the team. Similarly, if you are playing as an Impostor, knowing where others are on the map will help you stay hidden, and can even help you frame someone else for your actions blatantly. Image 1 of 3O map Skeld (Image credit: Innersloth)Image 2 of hq map 3MIRA (Image credit: Innersloth)Image 3 of the 3Polus map (Image credit:
Innersloth)Among the tips of the Teammate: How to eliminate rogue agentsComplete your tasksThis may seem obvious, but it is easy to be swept in the game and forget that you have goals to work with. There is a mix of tasks and short, depending on the settings that the game host has chosen. Fortunately, these assignments are as simple as punching
numbers on a keyboard, or dragging some sheets into the vacuum. Stay alert when observing suspicious activity, but try to keep your eyes on the prize to press the Impostors.Do not ignore sabotage events if an Impostor is sabotaging the You may have to run to a specific room to fix the faulty equipment. If the entire team ignores the O2 and Reactor events,
the Impostors can achieve an easy win. Then follow the arrows that appear on your map promptly in these situations, and work with the rest of the crew to quickly clear them. Other sabotages include closing doors and turning off the lights. It is possible to fix the lights, but there is little that the crew can do about the doors until they open again, besides waiting
for them not to be trapped in a room with an Impostor.Do not delay, call an emergency meetingIt is possible to call an emergency meeting between us if you believe you have discovered valuable information about the Impostors. Each map has an emergency button, and the number of emergency meetings per game can be adjusted by the host. Remember
that you can use this button as part of your strategy between us to reduce who the Impostor could be. The location of the button varies by map: in Skeld and MIRA HQ is in the Cafeteria, while in Polus is in the Office. It takes a few seconds for the animation to finish after you interact with the Emergency button, so if an Impostor is lurking, you may be caught
off guard. Sabotages involving O2, Reactor, Communications and Lights disable the skills of crewmates to interact with the emergency button, and there is also a cooling after each Emergency Meeting. (Image credit: Innersloth) Among the Impostor's tips: How to trick your friendsVentUnlike Crewmates, Impostors can move around the map much faster by
jumping in and out of the vents—the small gray grids on the ground. You can peek into these while deciding which room to travel to next, but your sabotage and kills breaks will stop while you're out of sight. Before you leave a vent, it's worth waiting a few seconds to see which crewmates are around—you want to avoid showing up in front of them and turning
yourself in. Seem busy as the Impostor, your goal is to sabotage and pick up crewmates, but you need to have backup tasks in mind to help you blend in with the rest of the team. Choose some tasks that you can claim you've been working between meetings so you're ready to confidently re-undo them when questioned. This is a solid strategy between us,
but it also helps if you are good at lying. Remember that you can't fake visual tasks, however—this is one way to admit that you're the Impostor right away. Going to terminals and taking a break for a few seconds to make it look like you're continuing with your tasks also helps. Others will be watching, and good teammates will highlight those who are not
completing tasks in meetings. After playing for a few hours, you will notice ways in which you can build a while taking timely moments to blame others. (Image credit: Innersloth) Sabotage! Turning off the lights, breaking the reactor and closing doors are just a few ways you can slow down the speed of crewmates and orchestrate orchestrate Kill. There's a
cooling down after running a sabotage event, so plan ahead and think about how you can hit players and get away quickly afterwards. Killing near ventilation provides an escape route, but consider locking a crewmate in the room with you to prevent them from leaving, or someone coming in and witnessing the attack. Turning off the lights restricts the crew's
vision to help you accomplish a quick kill, even while others are nearby, before you move away to another part of the ship. You can even trigger sabotage events that require teammates to fix the machines, and then fix it yourself to look innocent. Watch out for camerasColleagues use security cameras to check on other people. Although it is best to avoid
killing in view of the cameras completely, sometimes you have only a few seconds to seize your opportunity. Fortunately, you can tell when a security camera is active, as it will display a red and flashing light. Even killing out of range of a security camera, if you've noticed that someone is watching the area, it's worth taking extra care to ensure you go through
the movements of getting in and out of a room normally. (Image credit: Innersloth) Denouncing bodies, the trust of others can be a challenge, but you can try to frame an innocent teammate by reporting the body of a player you killed. This strategy is certainly risky and can easily backfire if other Crewmates are already doubtful. However, if you played
carefully up to this point and managed to get others to clean it up in previous meetings, hiding in plain sight can work surprisingly well. Similarly, if you are aware that the crew suspects an innocent player, reporting the body while they are conveniently around helps you build a persuasive case against them, and removes you from the ejection line.
Coordinating with other ImpostorsEsstosesso between us is difficult to achieve, but you can finish the games quickly. If you are in a game where there are several Impostors, make sure you keep an eye on what they are doing. You may not be able to talk to them, but you can find out what their intentions are based on the sabotages they are initiating, as well
as their movements and positioning on the map. Operating separately ensures that each of you will have different Crewmate alibis, but you can attest to each other as long as your stories are plausible. At the end of the match, when few Crewmates are left, or when they may be close to completing all tasks, teaming up with the other Impostor can close the
game quickly. Choosing sabotage that benefits both, such as turning off the lights, can lead to double death. This ensures that you are making the most of your time between refills.
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